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Abstract
Cirrhosis due to chronic hepatitis C is the leading indication for liver transplantation in Europe, United States and
Japan. Reinfection after liver transplantation is universal and chronic liver disease develops in at least 70% of patients
at 3 years, with an accelerated course compared to the nontransplant setting. These facts underscore the need for a better
understanding of hepatitis C infection and the various treatment modalities. This paper attempts a brief review of the
scope of the disease, as well as the different treatment modalities, with special emphasis given to orthotopic liver transplantation. Hippokratia 2009; 13 (4): 211-215
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Epidemiology
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) was first characterized in
late 1980s. It represents an RNA flavivirus with 6 major
genotypes and more than 50 subtypes1. Genotype 1 predominates worldwide, accounting for 60-75% of cases,
while it is estimated that 123-170 million people are living with HCV infection, with approximately 35,000 new
infections per year in the US2,3. It shows a significant
variation in nucleotide sequence, as well as a propensity to mutate. The most common mode of transmission
is intravenous drug abuse (IVDA), with blood transfusions at that position prior to 1990; other ways include
tattoos, hemodialysis, sexual contact, perinatal transmission and occupational exposure. In an anonymous survey
conducted at the annual International Liver Transplantation Society meeting in Barcelona in 2003, in a sample of
117 liver transplant surgeons that responded there was an
HCV prevalence of 0.8%, whereas the respective prevalence in their patient population was 31-40%4.
In the United States approximately 4 million people are
infected, most less than 50 years old. In Greece the estimated prevalence is 1-2% of the general population, one of
the higher ones in Europe5. The magnitude of the problem
becomes even more evident if we consider that in the US
there are nearly 10,000 deaths annually due to HCV related
diseases, with HCV also being responsible for nearly half
of all hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cases, with the high
risk of developing HCC since the development of cirrhosis
is 3-4% per year6. As a result HCV-cirrhosis has become the
most common indication for liver transplantation in the US,
accounting for 35-40% of all cases7.
Natural history of HCV infection
It has been estimated that 75% to 85% of individuals infected with HCV progress to chronic infection, per-

sisting for at least 6 months after onset, with the rate of
chronic infection varying by age, sex, race, and immune
system status8. Long-term infection has been associated
with serious clinical sequelae, including development of
hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis of the liver, portal hypertension and HCC9-11. Although the natural history of HCV
infection is believed to be variable, it is estimated that up
to 20% of chronically infected individuals will develop
liver cirrhosis over a 20- to 25-year period, and that these
individuals are at increased risk of developing end-stage
liver disease or HCC9-10. Of note, progression to cirrhosis
can occur rapidly, even in patients with early-stage disease12. The pathway of acute hepatitis leading to chronic
persistent hepatitis, which in turn may lead to cirrhosis,
can show variations, such as spontaneous resolution, or
the more threatening fulminant hepatic failure or cholestatic hepatitis12.
There are also extrahepatic manifestations of HCV
infection, which can be just as harmful. These include
depression, diabetes and autoimmune-related ones, such
as cryoglobulinemia, renal failure and porphyria cutanea tarda. Specifically, the cryoglobulinemia syndrome,
which includes proteinuria, neuropathy and arthritis, can
increase the risk of cirrhosis by a factor of 4.9 and is also
associated with early recurrence after transplantation and
high severity13,14.
Treatment of chronic HCV infection
The main reason to treat patients with chronic HCV
infection, no matter how imperfect the treatment may be,
is the fact that 20% of chronic hepatitis patients, will develop cirrhosis over 20-30 years and have to endure a
30% risk of decompensation and a 3-4% annual risk of
HCC. Regarding treatment, there is an accepted terminology, which includes:
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a) EVR (Early virologic response): > 2-log decrease
in HCV-RNA within 12 weeks of treatment,
b) ETVR (End of treatment response): absence of
HCV-RNA at completion of treatment, and
c) SVR (sustained virologic response): persistent
absence of HCV-RNA 6 months after the completion of
treatment.
The guidelines for treatment of HCV infection in the
non-transplant population are mainly aimed at patients
with high risk of cirrhosis (Genotype 1, high HCV-RNA
titer, liver biopsy showing early fibrosis with inflammation, all patients with chronic hepatitis)15. The current
guidelines include treatment with pegylated interferon
(PEG-IFN α-2a) at 180μg/week and Ribavirin at 1000
mg/day (<75kg) or 1200 mg/day (>75kg). Complications
of therapy include those attributed to a) IFN: depression,
exacerbation of autoimmune diseases/transplant rejection, bone marrow suppression and flu-like syndrome,
and b) Ribavirin: hemolytic anemia (increased incidence
with renal dysfunction) and teratogenicity (even in males)
making contraception mandatory during and 6 months after treatment.
The problem with the medical treatment of HCV in
patients with cirrhosis is that it is not highly successful and, more importantly, very hard to tolerate for the
patients, who in addition to HCV have to deal with the
hardships of cirrhosis (encephalopathy, fatigue, ascites,
muscle wasting), all of which take a toll on the human
body. The only treatment that can address both HCV and
cirrhosis is liver transplantation.
Considerations in liver transplant recipients
with HCV infection: pre-transplantation
HCV infection treatment
The rationale for attempting treatment in the pretransplant setting with IFN and Ribavirin, despite their
significant side effects, is that there is a 30% higher risk
of graft loss if the HCV-RNA titer is high at the time of
transplantation16. This was shown in a prospective analysis of 166 HCV positive patients from 3 centers where
5-year survival was 57% when the HCV-RNA titer was
>1x106 versus 84% when it was less than 1x106. Another
reason to attempt pre-transplant treatment is that SVR
may be achieved in 30% of these patients, two-thirds of
which will remain virus-free post-transplant17.
To temper the severity of the side effects some centers have proposed the use of a low accelerating dosage regimen. In a study of 124 patients with a mean
Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) score of
11, SVR was 13% for genotype 1 and 50% in patients
infected with non-1 genotypes, whereas about 80% of
patients who became HCV-RNA negative prior to the
transplant remained negative following liver transplantation18.
Overall, although the benefit of pre-transplantation
HCV treatment may not be universal and the side effects
are significant, it certainly has application; especially in
patients with lower (less than 18) MELD scores.

Transplantation results
In the United States, end-stage liver disease caused
by HCV has become the most common indication for
orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT)19,20. Unfortunately,
it has become increasingly evident that HCV recurrence
after OLT, as measured by PCR detection of HCV RNA,
is nearly universal and may lead to progressive allograft
injury and failure21,22. Moreover, histological evidence
of HCV recurrence is apparent in approximately 50% of
transplant recipients, with ensuing graft failure in 10% of
patients by the fifth postoperative year23.
Despite the risk of HCV recurrence, patients undergoing OLT for HCV have been reported to exhibit
comparable overall patient and graft survival rates when
compared with other indications for liver transplantation20,22,24,25. In one of the largest series from the University of California Los Angeles evaluating their 10-year
experience with over 500 patients, they reported patient
and graft survival rates at 1, 5, and 10 years of 84%, 68%,
and 60%, and 73%, 56%, and 49% respectively, with an
overall median time to HCV recurrence of 34 months26.
This same group found that neither HCV recurrence,
nor HCV-positive donor status significantly decreased
patient and graft survival rates by Kaplan-Meier analysis. However, the use of HCV-positive donors reduced
the median time to recurrence to 22.9 months compared
with 35.7 months after transplantation of HCV-negative
livers. The finding that the earlier the recurrence of HCV,
the greater the negative impact on patient and graft survival underscores the importance of post-transplantation
follow-up of these patients and treatment for the HCV
recurrence.
Patterns of post-transplantation recurrence
Overall, recurrence of HCV infection after liver
transplantation is almost universal. Viral titers are low
immediately post-transplantation but then significantly
increase, reach pre-transplant levels at 48 hours posttransplantation, and peak at 4 months. These same titers
can rise up to 10- to 100-fold higher than the pre-transplantation ones, with the 4-month titer believed to be an
indication of future histological activity27.
There are three patterns of recurrence. The first one
is acute hepatitis with elevated transaminases mainly.
The second one is the development of chronic hepatitis,
which shows a more accelerated progression when compared to chronic hepatitis in the non-transplant population. It leads to cirrhosis in 25% of patients within five
years28-30. The progression to fibrosis can be linear, or rapid following an initial stabilization period, or a logarithmic increase initially followed by a slower, almost linear
development31,32. The rapid progression of fibrosis serves
as an explanation for the more ominous natural history
of the HCV recurrence in the hepatic implant, compared
to the non-immunosuppressed population33,34. The faster
progression of HCV disease in the transplanted patients
can also be seen by the significantly greater probability
of decompensation in patients that have already reached
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the cirrhotic stage. The risk of decompensation during
the first year after cirrhosis has developed in a transplant
patient is between 17-42%, significantly higher than the
equivalent in the immunocompetent population (28% in
10 years)35,36. The overall prognosis for these decompensated patients is especially bad, as their 1- and 3-year
survival is only 22% and 10% respectively. Prognostic
factors that have been implicated in this decompensation
include advanced MELD and Child-Pugh score, low albumin levels, a short period between the time of transplantation and the development of cirrhosis and a hepatic
vein pressure gradient >1035,36. The third type of recurrence, which is the most aggressive one, is fibrosing cholestatic hepatitis, which can lead to graft failure within 6
months. The latter is associated with very high immunosuppression (steroid pulse or induction treatment), very
high HCV-RNA titers and ALT>500 IU, γGT > 1,000 IU
and bilirubin > 6 mg. Histopathologically, there is scant
inflammation but central hepatocyte ballooning37. Factors
that lead to an increased risk of progression to fibrosis in
recurrent HCV include older donor age, high HCV-RNA
titer pre-transplant, therapy with OKT3, steroid boluses
for the treatment of acute cellular rejection and genotype
1b. Regarding the effects of immunosuppression it is
widely believed that keeping the net immunosuppression
high or making abrupt changes to the treatment regimen
may be especially detrimental, as far as HCV progression
is concerned.
There are several factors that contribute to the faster
progression of fibrosis in patients who have undergone
liver transplantation secondary to HCV. These include
use of liver grafts from older donors (>60), the use of intense immunosuppression or antithymocyte globulin for
the treatment of acute rejection episodes, CMV co-infection, a high viral load pre-transplant, genotype 1, HIV
co-infection, and retransplantation38-39. The role of living
donor liver transplantation has not been completely elucidated, although there does not appear to be a significant difference in the results40. Moreover, although not
implicated in a causal manner, the following factors are
important for the prognosis of decompensation: a) early
recurrence within 6 months following transplantation, b)
significant steatosis and cholostasis in the initial biopsies,
c) significant increase in the transaminases level in the
early post-operative period, and d) mild to severe inflammatory activity or advanced fibrosis in the liver biopsy 1
year after transplantation.
Knowledge of all the above factors and the fact that
they may affect the progression of HCV disease after
transplantation has important implications regarding certain therapeutic maneuvers. Specifically, using organs
from younger donors for HCV recipients, decreasing cold
ischemia time, careful prophylaxis against CMV infection may improve results.
Treatment of HCV recurrence
After transplantation factors other than HCV infection may lead to fibrosis, such as cytokine interactions
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secondary to rejection, the effect of certain viruses, such
as cytomegalovirus (CMV), and modulation of fibrogenesis/fibrolysis by immunosuppressive agents. Therefore
changes in histology as well as the viral status need to be
documented in response to antiviral therapy. Moreover,
as in nontransplant setting, clinical benefit may occur
even when viral clearance is not achieved, leading to histological and clinical improvement.
The first option is that of pre-emptive therapy, early
post-transplant, with the rationale that low HCV RNA titers are likely to be more susceptible. The difficulty with
this strategy is that it is poorly tolerated, mainly due to
associated problems such as leucopenia and renal failure,
which in turn lead to a low SVR, because of frequently
required dose reductions. Furthermore, there is no difference in the histological outcome when compared with
treatment of established, recurrent HCV.
Antiviral therapy for recurrent HCV infection and
disease after liver transplantation has only been evaluated
in 16 randomized studies (534 patients) and thus robust
data to evaluate efficacy is scanty. However, it is clear
from both these randomized and the 74 nonrandomized
studies (2061 patients), that treatment is far less effective
and has more side effects than chronic HCV hepatitis pretransplant therapy41. Moreover the data concerning combinations of either interferon or pegylated interferon with
ribavirin mainly reflect EVR (maximum 36%) or ETVR
(maximum 32%) with very little data on SVR. Thus, currently there is neither easily applicable, nor reasonably
effective antiviral therapy for HCV recurrence after liver
transplantation, considering the frequency of side effects
and the need to reduce doses or to discontinue therapy.
This has led to the use of protocols which combine PEGIFN and Ribavirin, which however are not tolerated by
around 40% of patients and show a 26-45% SVR, including a histological response in some42,43. Finally, genotype
1 is less likely to be susceptible to treatment.
Finding the right treatment for established, recurrent
HCV infection after liver transplantation is intimately associated with two other issues: the effect of immunosuppression and how to confidently identify the severity of
the recurrence. Specifically, although there are conflicting findings regarding immunosuppression strategies between different studies, most agree that the recent era of
liver transplantation (since year 2000) presents the worst
recurrence and survival rate for HCV infected patients.
The main culprit appears to be changes in immunosuppression strategies, and especially the increased use of
induction medications (OKT3, Thymoglobulin) and high
pulse steroids for episodes of rejection44. The question
of what type of an effect low-dose maintenance steroids
have on HCV recurrence has not been fully answered.
The issue of correctly identifying the severity of HCV
recurrence is both a clinical and histopathological one.
Specifically, clinically the elevation of the liver transaminases is the first sign that there is a change. It does not,
however, answer the question of whether this is because
of HCV infection recurrence or because of acute cellular
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rejection (or even worse, both). An elevation of the HCV
RNA titer would certainly point to one direction, but the
ultimate diagnosis may have to rest on a liver biopsy.
That presents its own problems, as there is no infallible
histopathological marker. Acute cellular rejection is suspected if there is significant ductitis, portal endothelitis
and the presence of eosinophils, whereas the diagnosis
of recurrent HCV infection is more likely if there is sinusoidal dilatation and lymphoid aggregates. HCV-RNA in
the liver biopsy specimen more than 10,000 copies/mg of
tissue may also point towards HCV infection. Part of the
problem is that the two may coexist to a certain extent and
at that point any adjustments in immunosuppression are
more of an art than a science. Specifically, treating acute
cellular rejection in the background of HCV may require
the more graceful application of increased doses of existing medications (tacrolimus or cyclosporine), rather than
the heavy-handed approach of multiple steroid pulses, or
even stronger medications, such as thymoglobulin.
Future directions and needs
Despite the difficulties that the physician faces in the
treatment of HCV infection, it cannot be ignored because
of the vast number of patients it affects worldwide. Indeed, all efforts need to focus on better designed multicenter trials, instead of small, sporadic studies that leave
conflicting trails and better diagnostic accuracy in distinguishing between recurrent HCV infection and acute
cellular rejection. Some encouraging news may arise
from the direction of new medications, such as new HCV
protease inhibitors or long acting types of interferon,
which may be combined in order to improve the results
and, possibly, decrease the side effects45. These are being
evaluated in ongoing human trials, initially in the pretransplant chronic HCV population, with the transplant
data yet to come.
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